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If you take a step back and look at things from a different angle, everything starts to make a lot more sense. Instead of just seeing Hunter Biden as some
perverted crackhead who grew up with a silver crack pipe in his mouth, what if we saw him as something more sophisticated, like a well-groomed CIA
asset? This twist adds a whole new layer to the long-standing drama around the Biden crime family.

Mike Benz, the director of the Foundation For Freedom Online, has been all over this idea. He’s been suggesting for a while that Hunter might be more
than he appears. Back in September, Mike highlighted growing evidence that suggests Burisma was part of a CIA operation during Biden’s VP days,
which focused on controlling Ukraine’s energy sector. He even pointed to an article with photos of Ambassador Yovanovitch meeting Burisma officials
after being flagged about their corrupt dealings. That article is below.

Just the News:

Photos deleted from the now-defunct Burisma Holdings website show former U.S. Ambassador Marie Yovanovitch met with Vadim
Pozharskyi—the Burisma official who worked closely with Hunter Biden—at two separate events after she had been told the Ukrainian
energy company was considered corrupt by the State Department.

The photos are likely to raise fresh questions  about parts of Yovanovitch’s testimony to Congress during former President Donald Trump’s
first impeachment. It also raises the question of why the U.S. embassy in Ukraine engaged with company representatives in a public
relations campaign with the U.S. government at the same time that internal embassy communications focused on the company’s corruption.

Photos obtained from the now-deleted Burisma website and the U.S.-Ukraine Business Council (USUBC) show that Yovanovitch attended
two meetings hosted by the USUBC in Kyiv with Vadim Pozharskyi, the Burisma executive who met with then-Vice President Joe Biden
and appears frequently in Hunter Biden’s emails.

The Burisma website also referenced one other meeting, though no photos were provided. Pozharksyi—the corporate secretary who ran the
day to day operations with the board of the company—was at the epicenter of Burisma’s public relations campaign to close down
investigations into the company by former Ukraine Prosecutor General Viktor Shokin.

Yovanovitch testified at Trump’s first impeachment because she served as the U.S. ambassador to Ukraine when Trump made the infamous
phone call to the newly inaugurated Ukrainian President, Volodymr Zelensky.

In her October 2019 testimony as part of the first Trump impeachment inquiry, Yovanovitch told congressional investigators that Burisma—
and Hunter Biden’s role with the company—was not a focus during her time at the embassy.

Honestly, there’s a whole lot about Hunter Biden that flies under the radar, including his involvement in a business that thrives on a steady flow of illegal
immigrants. Could this be why his father threw open the floodgates, sparking a massive invasion at the border? It seems like a rhetorical question in light
of everything we know about this criminal family.
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Mike’s been highlighting Hunter’s very sensitive “CIA work” for quite a while now.

Observing Consciousness:

The CIA by any other name… ISIS, Hamas, Helbollah, Antifa, BLM… “Hillary Clinton created ISIS with Obama.” – President Trump
“Hunter Biden is untouchable is because his work in Ukraine touched on a very sensitive CIA operation.” – Mike Benz “Source says yes,
the CIA was involved in JFK’s assassination” – Tucker Carlson
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Antifa, BLM...

"Hillary Clinton created ISIS with Obama."
 - President Trump

"Hunter Biden is untouchable is because his work in 
Ukraine touched on a very sensitive CIA operation."
 - Mike Benz

"Source says yes, the CIA was… Show more
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In addition, Mike also explains how Hunter (and Gavin Newsom) are selling off parts of America to our foreign enemies. Could this be some kind of
payoff for Hunter’s high-level national security work?
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Mike recently sat down with America’s Voice to break down this theory that Hunter might be an intelligence asset. They discussed the possibility that he
was working for the national security state to shift Ukraine’s energy focus away from Russia and towards Europe. It’s a complex theory, but unpacking it
sheds new light on the bigger geopolitical moves at play.
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Bud

Reply

− ⚑

7 days ago

I have no problem thinking the CIA is just like Hunter…

 48  1

Dave W  

Reply

− ⚑> Bud

7 days ago

Which might explain why my R's were silent about Rosemont Seneca for so many years

 24  0

Justin Truedope  

Reply

− ⚑> Dave W

7 days ago

Why try to shift the blame onto Republicans when Democrat VP Joe Biden
shared the same o�ces with Hunter for years and had full knowledge of what he
and Rosemont-Seneca were up to? Are you going to try to blame R's for Perkins-
Coie and Hillary's fake Russian Dossier too? Please. Try to use your head!
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blownawayin5  

Reply

− ⚑> Justin Truedope

6 days ago

You mean "Republicans" like Mittens Romney and Mitch Chinese Wife
McConnell and Pauley Ryan? BOTH R's and D's are card carrying
UniParty/CIA members and fully corrupt. 90% of DC is about to go
down and I CAN'T WAIT. NOTHING can stop what is coming.....

 22  0

Justin Truedope  − ⚑> blownawayin5

6 days ago

I quite obviously meant MAGA Republicans. Everyone knows that RINOs
and anti-Trumpers are simply Democrats in disguise.
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jerry1944  

Reply

− ⚑> blownawayin5

3 days ago

Well they call them self Tep but to me they are just crooked rino who
should never be trusted and i can toss this speaker johnson in there
also
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Dave W  

Reply

− ⚑> Justin Truedope

6 days ago

My party went mute after Lois Lerner. And proved their stripes when
they approved 2,000, 000,000,000 in �ve minutes April 2020
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TRMKC  

Reply

− ⚑> Dave W

6 days ago

How is Romney's son not ever mentioned for his association with this company
as well as Burisma?

 6  0

Atomic_Blonde  

Reply

− ⚑> TRMKC

3 days ago  edited

And John Kerry’s & Pelosi’s son.
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terro9000  

Reply

− ⚑> TRMKC

4 days ago

You may have stumbled onto something....
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Dave W  

Reply

− ⚑> TRMKC

6 days ago

Supposedly was mainly separated and far more legitimate. He was
completely disassociated from the Sioux Indian 60mm wire/insurance
fraud.

And it was because of that fraud that 4 years of brokerage statements
are public knowledge
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Cloward-Piven Strategy  − ⚑> Dave W

7 days ago  edited

De�nitely �ts the pro�le of the MIC/CIA.
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FloeJiden 😎💎🏅  

Reply

− ⚑> Cloward-Piven Strategy

6 days ago  edited

Start with the question: who always cleaned up Hunter's messes (like
the rental car)? Look for patterns and common persons of interest.
Work from there to �nd the handler. 😉

 12  0

Lucy  

Reply

− ⚑> FloeJiden 😎💎🏅

5 days ago  edited

Im in Prescott AZ, where Hunter rented the car , He abandoned,
Republican county attny Shiella. Polk. "Decided NOT to prosecute" when
they found his crack pipes, and drugs etc, in the abandoned rental car
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Cloward-Piven Strategy  

Reply

− ⚑> FloeJiden 😎💎🏅

6 days ago

And it’s interesting that there’s no been no real investigation into the
rental car… they want to play like this is some gotcha game.

https://www.thedailybeast.c...
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Bob_Ross'_�xation  

Reply

− ⚑> Bud

6 days ago

The only organization where sociopathy is a job quali�cation

 11  0

Justin Truedope  

see more

Reply

− ⚑> Bud

7 days ago

Perhaps they're just as evil, but Hunter Biden was never a CIA agent. That's just more
blatant Democrat douchbaggery designed to make him look like some kind of Patriot,
instead of the �lthy little depraved crackhead that he's always been. No reputable
"intelligence" agency anywhere in the world would hire a crackhead pedophile --- they're
simply too unreliable and would pose an extreme liability to the security of the agency and
everyone involved in the operation.

 13  2

Mark Slinger  − ⚑> Justin Truedope

7 days ago

CIA agents are not seen as heroes any longer. The left sees them as super police,
they hate the police, a good portion of the right knows all the evil that is done in
our name by the CIA and military Whoremongers drug addicts drunks liars and
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Reply

our name by the CIA and military. Whoremongers, drug addicts, drunks, liars and
wife beaters have a better reputation. Then again, I am talking about your
average "Agent".
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Justin Truedope  

Reply

− ⚑> Mark Slinger

7 days ago  edited

Yet the left still presents them ALL as being true patriots who are
working hard to protect the country, which they most de�nitely are not!
Any agency that operates in darkness and secrecy with no
accountability or transparency whatsoever is predestined to become
totally corrupt. The CIA, the FBI, and the DoJ are no exception.
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50gary  

Reply

− ⚑> Justin Truedope

6 days ago

Ha! That the exact pro�le the Agency looks for, the weak, depraved, sexual
deviants that are easier to control. They are compromised in their personal lives
and it's small leap to being compromised in their "professional" lives as well.
They are never directly on the Agencies payroll but paid with dark money. They
are never direct employees of the Agency so when an o�cial is questioned at
congressional hearings they can honestly say that so and so is not employed by
the Agency. Their handler is the link.
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Justin Truedope  

Reply

− ⚑> 50gary

6 days ago

Perhaps they do in normal circumstances, but certainly NOT when that
weak, depraved, sexual deviant happens to be their installed and
illegitimate pResident's bagman/son!

Slimy Joe Biden has quite enough troubles with his own corrupt and
tarnished image already. He obviously doesn't need the CIA to cast even
more shade on his equally corrupt and perverse family by association.
Try to use your head!
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MystWlker  

Reply

− ⚑> Justin Truedope

6 days ago

"Perhaps they do in normal circumstances, but certainly NOT when that
weak, depraved, sexual deviant happens to be their installed and
illegitimate pResident's bagman/son!"

Hunter was only a senator's son when the CIA got their hooks into him

 0  0

Southernyankee

Reply

− ⚑

7 days ago

Our government has lied to us about everything, anything you thought you knew something about
has been lies, JFK, RFK, MLK, Russia Russia Russia, Covid, the list goes on, all lies all the time.

 20  1

Joe  − ⚑> Southernyankee

7 days ago  edited

THE GREATEST UNEQUIVOCAL INTERNAL THREATS TO THE BANANA REPUBLIC OF
AMERICA ARE AS FOLLOWS:

1. 75% of U.S. occupants (detached zombies) are BRAIN-DEAD, most of the remaining
h d
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have a 60-second attention span.

2. The America-hating, Corrupt, Lawless, Betraying, Incompetent Federal Government, its
tentacles, Lobbyist bed-mates and Dark Money. Consider the ongoing clandestine
corruption that will never be revealed.

3. The America-hating, Corrupt Media/Big Tech.

4. The America-hating, Corrupt, Traitorous Judiciary.

5. The America-hating, Corrupt Education System.

6. Conservative's inability and (or) ineffective messaging.

7. Much much more…
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homegirl  

Reply

− ⚑> Southernyankee

7 days ago  edited

So, why haven't you postedThe Truth?

 1  1

Bud  

Reply

− ⚑> homegirl

7 days ago

He just did...

 3  2

homegirl  

Reply

− ⚑> Bud

7 days ago

NO! He made a claim and failed to provide veri�able evidence!

 2  0

Bud  

Reply

− ⚑> homegirl

7 days ago

He is expressing an opinion, not writing a peer reviewed journal article,
the essence of which is that you should question what you hear.

So in practice you are agreeing with him...

 4  2

Justin Truedope  − ⚑> Bud

6 days ago

Democrats never question the "o�cial" narratives --- they're so gullible
that they simply believe and do whatever they're told!
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− ⚑> Justin Truedope

5 days ago

Leftists are Hive Minded. No deviancy or questioning is allowed.
We make a mistake thinking they are Democrats! That party was
in�ltrated long ago. See if you recognize any of their programs…

⛺
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homegirl  

Reply

− ⚑> Bud
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Any thoughts?...https://trumpisacriminal.quora.com/...
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Bud  

Reply

− ⚑> homegirl

7 days ago

Yes, several, the primary of which is that you are trying to change the
subject...
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homegirl  

Reply

− ⚑> Bud

7 days ago

So, Donald John Trump is OFF LIMITS!!! Too bad as he is certainly
painfully unique in world history. I admit to changing the subject, which I
am sure you do not want discussed!
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Bud  − ⚑> homegirl
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7 days ago

I am happy to discus Trump, just not with you. You are not interested in
discussion (which is why you changed the subject). You are not
interested in Trump, the CIA or any particular ideology, you simply get
off on baiting people into interacting with you so you can abuse them...
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Justin Truedope  

Reply

− ⚑> Bud

6 days ago  edited

That also applies to these brainless leftist trolls! You really don't want to
start them crying and pouting like babies again, do you?

⛺
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homegirl  

Reply

− ⚑> Bud

7 days ago

Have I abused you, if so, how? You do know you don't have to respond
to me, you can ignore me. If you choose to engage in discussion with
me you can, with veri�able facts and statements, or not! It seems
obvious you prefer to chat with your fellow Trump supporters- in your
comfort zone.
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Bud  
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− ⚑> homegirl

7 days ago

"Have I abused you, if so, how?"

Heres how:

"It seems obvious you prefer to chat with your fellow Trump supporters-
in your comfort zone."

These passive aggressive jabs of yours is the perfect example of why
you are here; you enjoy abusing people. As I said, you don't actually care
anything about Trump (or Trump supporters), you just want to hurt
people so you go to a conservative site like this and try and rile people
up. It's all about you and your desires to behave antisocially. Again,
THAT is why I don't want to have a discussion with you...
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Reply

− ⚑> Bud

7 days ago

The brain-dead troll isn't actually riling anybody up --- just posting leftist
lies and Fake News while proving what a triggered little TDS a�icted
dumbass it is, as usual!

⛺
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homegirl  

Reply

− ⚑> Bud

7 days ago

SO DON'T! Want to throw around therapy lingo-here's one-you MUST
be a masochist -you keep coming back for more!
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homegirl  

Reply

− ⚑> Bud

6 days ago

Passive aggressive-WOW! So, here goes. All Trump supporters and
MAGA NUT JOBS ARE TRAITORS, SUBVERSIVE ANTI American
azzholes!Hope that is out enough for you!
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Bud  
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− ⚑> homegirl

6 days ago

“Hope that is out enough for you!”

It’s not for me, it is all about you. You feel your life is not what it should
be, and seek solace in blaming your dissatisfaction on others.
Unfortunately trolling ‘Trumpers’ is never going to solve any of your
problems…
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homegirl  

Reply

− ⚑> Bud

6 days ago

Right now my biggest problem is being limited by age to drastically
reduce my travel experiences. Other than that any attempts you have
made to analyze my life, past and present is a crock of crap. Just not
possible for you to be more WRONG!
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Bud  − ⚑> homegirl

6 days ago

I do not understand; how does age limit your travel? Are you not an
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adult? Are you sure your lack of vacations is the reason you are so
unhappy? Or do you just need an escape from your miserable life (other
than abusing people online)?

 0  1

homegirl  

Reply

− ⚑> Bud

6 days ago

Well, two knee replacements and having recently celebrated my 89th
birthday is, even you will admit. can be limiting! MY life is not now and
never has been miserable! If that photo is you WOW! You really don't
have much going for you now, probably never!

 1  0

llwt  − ⚑> homegirl

5 days ago

Happy Birthday ! My Dad will turn 89 next month !
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